Job Vacancy
Desarrolladores de software (inglés)
Oslo, NORWAY
https://essens.no/
Job Vacancy Details: https://goo.gl/kRnws5
Essens is an ambitious company with a defined expansion strategy. Thanks to the uniqueness of our product we
are doing business with all the major publishing companies in Norway like Schibsted, Aller, Amedia, Polaris
and Nettavisen, as well as national and international advertiser agencies. We are well funded and positioned for
growth domestically and internationally in 2018 and 2019. To support the strategy we are expanding in the
development and sales departments.
Skills/requirements:

You will work in the full stack product team to create optimal experiences
for our customers, agencies and publishers.
You will utilise a variety of backend technologies to make sure: Our
customers ad campaigns match the right articles (Solr). Data points for
customer entities such as campaign performance, budget pacing and
balance are processed correctly (Java). We have the right data model to
support this (SQL).
You'll take part in decisions related to new development projects and
software portfolio life cycle.
You'll do project scoping and requirement specification with the rest of the
team.
You'll challenge our status quo, drive innovation and apply agile best
practices (we know we have a way to go).
You are an experienced Java developer and expert in backend
technologies.
Knowledge of other languages like Python, Perl or JavaScript is a real
plus.
It is natural for you to work with debugging tools and testing frameworks
such as JUnit and Mockito.
You have experience using cloud computing services such as the AWS
environment, particularly S3, EC2, Redshift, EMR and Elastic Search.
You have general SysAdm and DevOps knowledge.
You have a master's or bachelor's degree in a relevant discipline (Years
with relevant experience can compensate for this).
Nice to have competencies:
Real-time data processing applications.
Streams in Solr for data processing and statistical purposes.
NoSQL data backends (Redis, MongoDB, ElasticSearch).

Job Vacancy
Working conditions

Permanent, full time Competitive salary
Flexible working hours.
Five weeks holiday. Flexibility to spend it.
Health insurance.
Possibility for equity.
Mobile and fixed internet covered.
Lunch almost for free.
Great colleagues. Really.
Centrally located in Oslo (near Nationalteateret).
Practical help to relocate and find a place to stay.

Application
Last date of
application

Deadline 30.11.2018

How to apply?

Send CV IN ENGLISH to work@essens.no . Copy to
eures.nordicos@sepe.es REF. SOFTWARE DEVELOPER TO
ESSENS

